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This annual White Paper marks our 12th year of reporting on the status and direction 

of the U.S. Contract Security Industry.  Although the topic headlines remain relatively 

unchanged from year to year, the information within the headings are updated to 

reflect the current status of the industry.  As with all annual white papers, some 

information is inherent to the ongoing activities of the industry, therefore will not 

change, or will have insignificant changes from year to year.  Some information will 

be duplicated if it applies to multiple topics. 

 

CHANGE IN FORMAT RESULTING FROM THE PANDEMIC 

The pandemic started its rapid ascent around mid- March causing a great deal of 

uncertainty about its long term effects on the contract security industry.  Although we 

were able to quantify the status of the security market, with a reasonable degree of 

certainty, immediately before the pandemic hit; the market today remains a big 

question mark.   

Most owners we surveyed, in preparing this White Paper, indicated an insignificant 
change in the revenue and/or profits – so far – due to the impact of the pandemic, 
unless a significant amount of their business was with the “affected industries”.  Many 
reported record revenues and profits due to extra COVID-19 services.  However, it’s 
too early to tell whether the market will decline or continue to grow.  In order not to 
leave the impression that the present market is an extension of the market as it 
existed at December 2019, we have labeled certain information as being the status 
as of that date.  We have labeled the post-2019 era information as being the status of 
the market as it exists now; which is very much uncertain and unquantifiable; and will 
be guided by many events having to do with the lasting effects of COVID-19, pending 
or new legislation, and the civil disorder presently running rampant in our country and 
around the world.   

 

OUR QUALIFICATIONS TO PUBLISH THIS WHITE PAPER ON THE U.S. 

CONTRACT SECURITY MARKET 

 We have completed over 250 sell-side engagements for publicly and privately-

held sellers located in 8 countries, and having revenues ranging from $2m - 

$250m. 

 We have consulted on sales for several companies with revenues exceeding 

$2bn. 

 We constantly search the internet and news sources for information on global 

acquisitions, mergers, and joint ventures.   

 We have proprietary files on over 3,000 mostly privately-held security 

companies, not available in public lists or files. 
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PRIMARY SOURCES OF INFORMATION FOR THIS 

REPORT 

 

 Annual Reports on the public security companies 

 Discussions with the large consulting firms doing research on the 

manned guarding market 

 Global news releases 

 Federal government reporting agencies 

 Our private, confidential files on over 3,000 manned guarding 

companies operating primarily in North America. 

 Interviews with the owners of many of the U.S. and international  

manned guarding companies. 
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IMPORTANT TAKE-AWAYS FROM THIS WHITE PAPER 

 

See Details on Pages 60 - 64 

 

 

 Artificial intelligence continues to gain recognition in the security sector.  The security 

companies, that have the financial backing to develop it, stand to enjoy revenue gains 

from existing, as well as new customers.  

 Increased revenues and margins through providing COVID-19 related services. 

 Civil disorder and defunding the police forces driving companies to the outsourced 

security market. 

 Possible legalization of the Cannabis Industry on a national level opening up a large 

vertical market source for outsourced security. 

 Federal government providing stimulus monies for companies that keep employees on 

payroll during the pandemic. 

 

 

 

 Banks are tightening lending standards as a result of the uncertain direction of the 

economy due to the pandemic. 

 Possible $15 per hour national minimum wage. 

 Predictive Scheduling, already in effect in the Chicago area, continuing to gain traction 

into other areas of the country.  

 Possible restoration of the full provisions of the Affordable Care Act. 

 Increase in the state unemployment insurance tax rates, resulting from the large amount 

of unemployment claims filed during the pandemic. 
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                 OUTSOURCED AND IN-HOUSE           
                          SECURITY MARKET                                                                                                                                                                             

     $43bn   
                                                                              
 
 

 
       
                                                                         
OUTSOURCED CONTRACT  
         SECURITY MARKET               

 $28bn  

 
                
                                  REVENUES FOR THE 5  
                                   MARKET LEADERS                 
       $17.1bn  

   
                                    
 
 
      REVENUES FOR THE 3 
 MAJORITY FOREIGN-OWNED 
    MARKET LEADERS  (1) 

 $8.2bn 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
         OUTSOURCED                        COMPANIES IN          TOTAL REVENUE GROWTH     ORGANIC GROWTH FOR 
     SECURITY OFFICERS                THE UNITED STATES         FOR THE U.S. MARKET                THE U.S. MARKET               
                                                                                                                                                                     

       830k     8k     4%     1.8%      
(1)  Headquarters outside of North America 

MARKET 

BY THE 

NUMBERS 

(As of 12/31/19) 
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Today, many of the smaller companies that provide only traditional standing security of-
ficer services continue to use the terms “security guard” or “contract security” as a way to 
describe their company and the limited menu of services it provides.  These are the terms 
the general public are still the most familiar with as they search listings to find a company 
that may provide a standing security officer for primarily temporary assignments. 

 

However, the larger companies that still derive a significant portion of their revenues from 
traditional standing security officer services have moved away from describing their com-
pany in the above terms; instead use terms such as, “security solutions”, “integrated 
guarding”, or “integrated security solutions” (or other combinations of similar terms) as a 
way to define their company that now offers a much more expanded menu of services 
such as: 

 

 Traditional on-site standing security officers (often enhanced by a roving vehicle 
patrol function) 

 Remote video monitoring 

 Robots 

 Drones 

 K-9 security 

 Systems integration - Integrated with artificial intelligence platforms 

 Roving vehicle patrol 

 Traditional concierge services 

 Executive protection 

 Investigation services 

 Cash-In-Transit (armored car services) - although only to a limited extent, if any, 
provided by a traditional manned guarding company 

 COVID-19 temperature checks, distance and mask monitoring (although this ser-
vice may prove to be temporary as the U.S. pulls out of the pandemic) 

 

As pointed out in several places in this White Paper report, the large companies today 
continue to emphasize and expand the “Integrated Security” function as a one-stop solu-
tion to all facets of security required by the discriminating customers that have an even 
greater need to protect their property, employees, and systems given the worldwide in-
crease in physical (as well as cyber) security attacks and threats.  In fact, the five world 
leaders (four of which have significant operations in the U.S.) have been investing heavily 
in technology that enhances the security service delivery and are greatly expanding these 
services being offered to the customer. 

 

For this White Paper report, we will primarily use the term “Contract Security” to describe the 
companies providing the above services and sometimes use “Manned Guarding” - a term 
coined by the Europeans to describe primarily the standing security officer function. 

Defining 

the U.S. 

Contract 

Security 

Market 

MARKET 
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5 World 

Leaders  

(as of 12/31/19) 

MARKET 

PERTINENT STATISTICS ON THE FIVE WORLD 

LEADERS 

 

 

The world leaders are growing faster than their smaller competitors, coming 

in at 6% growth for the 2019 year vs. 4% for the total market. 

 

 

Most are growing faster in the “integrated guarding” and “artificial 

intelligence” sectors of their business than they are in the manned guarding 

sector, now representing more than 20% of their total revenues. 

 

 

Most reported growth in the second quarter of 2020 - the period of the 

heightened effects of the pandemic. 

 

 

The customer retention rate slipped somewhat, now around 90%. 

 

 

 

Important note to reader:  The information on the five leaders 

presented on pages 11 to 41 was gathered from market sources and 

primarily the annual reports (in the case of Securitas, G4S, and Prosegur - 

the three publicly-owned companies).  The companies do not follow a 

uniform format (from one company to the other) in reporting their revenues, 

market statistics, identifying services offered, etc.   Therefore, the 

information presented on these pages should not be used to compare one 

company’s performance against any of the other companies, but should only 

be used to evaluate the performance of the individual company.  It is 

suggested that the reader visit the company’s website to obtain further 

information on the company’s performance, especially in conjunction with 

the footnotes accompanying the information being presented. 
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(1) All revenues are for the 2019 year, except GardaWorld, which ends its year January 31 2020. 

(2) Local currency to U.S. dollar conversion rates (based on average rates for the 2019 year) 

                      MSEK = million Swedish Krona   9.47 SEK =  $1 

                                 £         = British Pound                           £ 1 =  $1.28 

                                 €         = Euro                                         € 1 =  $1.12 

                                 CN      = Canadian Dollar                     CN1 = $0.7576 
 
 (2)  Over the past 4 years G4S has divested non-core businesses generating revenues of approximately $1.7bn.   
 
 (3)  Prosegur entered the U.S. market in early 2019 and presently has approximately $200M in revenue from U.S. 

operations. 
 
 (4)  Additionally, Garda has approximately $500M in cash-in-transit revenue services in the U.S. 
 
 (5)  Represents total revenues for North America; with significant amount coming from U.S. sources, and an insig-

nificant international portion 
 

  

5 World 

Leaders 

(as of 12/31/19) 

    Revenues 

    Globally   

Company 
Country 

Headquarters 

Local 

Currency 
in U.S. $  

Approximate 

U.S. 

Revenue 

          

 

 

Sweden 

MSEK 110,899 $11.7bn $5.1bn 

 

 

United Kingdom 

£7.7n $9.9bn $2.9bn 

 

 

United States 

$8.4bn $8.4bn $8.3bn 

 

 

Spain 

€4.2bn $4.7bn $0.2bn 

 

 

Canada 

CN$3.5bn $2.7bn $0.6bn 

(2) (5) 

(4) 

(5) 

(5)  

(3) 

(1) 

(2) 

MARKET 

http://www.aus.com/
https://www.securitasinc.com/en/
http://www.g4s.com/
http://www.prosegur.com/en/
https://www.garda.com/
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Key Performance Indicators 
 
                                 

 Revenues in U.S. Dollars $11.7bn 

Source:  Securitas Annual and Sustainability Report 2019  

 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Securitas is a public company listed on the NASDAQ Stockholm Stock  Exchange. 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates                             

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

https://www.securitas.com/
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Leading Global, and Local Presence 
 
 

Source:  Securitas Annual and Sustainability Report 2019  

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

MARKET 

https://www.securitas.com/
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Around The Globe 
 
 

 

2017, 2018 and 2019 Financial Performance 
 

Source:  Securitas Annual and Sustainability Report 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

$11.7bn 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

MARKET 

https://www.securitas.com/
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Around The Globe 
 
       

 

Financial Performance - H1 and  Q2 2020 Compared to 2019 
 

Source:  Securitas Interim Report January - June 2020 Report (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

The chart above is from Securitas’ interim report January - June 2020, and 
highlights the sales performance during the second quarter when the ef-
fects of COVID-19 were the most dramatic.  Note that the sales for the sec-
ond quarter 2020, globally, declines 4% over the second quarter of the year 
2019; but only declined 2% in North America. 

MARKET 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

https://www.securitas.com/
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Security Services North America 
 
 
 

Sales Performance - Full Year 2019 Compared to 2018 
 

Source:  Securitas Annual and Sustainability Report 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

(1) (1) 
(1) Based on 9.47 and 8.75 conversion 

rates in 2019 and 2018, respectively 

$5.1bn $4.8bn 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

MARKET 

https://www.securitas.com/
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Security Services North America 
 
 

 

Revenue Performance by Service Offering -  
Full Year 2019 Compared to 2018 
 

Source:  Securitas Annual and Sustainability Report 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

MARKET 

https://www.securitas.com/
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Security Services North America 
 
 
 

   Financial Performance H1 and Q2 -  2020 Compared to 2019 

 

Source:  Securitas Annual and Sustainability Report 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

MARKET 

https://www.securitas.com/
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Security Services North America 
 
 

 
Revenue Performance by Service Offering —  
H1 2020 Compared to H1 2019 

 

Source:  Securitas Annual and Sustainability Report 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

MARKET 

https://www.securitas.com/
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Key Performance Indicators 
 
 

Source:  G4S Full Integrated Report and Accounts 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

 Statutory Results reflect the entire Group including the results of the businesses 
subject to the conventional cash disposal. 

 Underlying results are Alternative Performance Measures and include the results 
of the businesses subject to the conventional cash disposal.  The underlying re-
sults are presented at constant exchange rates other than operating cash flow, 
which is presented at actual rates in both 2019 and 2018. 

 Disposals—G4S has disposed of non-core, or underperforming, business units 
representing approximately $1.7bn during the immediate years leading up to 
2019. 

 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

US$10bn US$9.9bn 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

MARKET 

http://www.g4s.com/
http://www.g4s.com/
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PERFORMANCE HISTORY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  G4S Full Integrated Report and Accounts 2019 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

US$9.9bn 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates. 

MARKET 

http://www.g4s.com/
http://www.g4s.com/
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2019 Results by Region 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  G4S Full Integrated Report and Accounts 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

 

Notes:  In 2019,  G4S combines the North American and South American results; 
whereas prior to 2018 these 2 continents were separately reporting regions.  G4S al-
so, in 2019, separates the Cash Solutions business from the results of the other re-
gions.  It is estimated that the revenues from the North American region is approxi-
mately $2.9bn. 

 

In 2019, approximately 47% of G4S sales were derived from technology—related se-
curity services; approximately 4% increase over the 2018 year. 

 

. 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

MARKET 

http://www.g4s.com/
http://www.g4s.com/
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The Americas 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  G4S Full Integrated Report and Accounts 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

http://www.g4s.com/
http://www.g4s.com/
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Around The Globe 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  G4S Full Integrated Report and Accounts 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

1) See page 25 for details of changes by geographical area 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

1) 

MARKET 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

http://www.g4s.com/
http://www.g4s.com/
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G4S Today - Around the Globe 
 
 

 

 

  Source:  G4S Full Integrated Report and Accounts 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

http://www.g4s.com/
http://www.g4s.com/
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Key Performance Indicators 

Source: News Releases, Company Website, and Management  

Allied Universal is a privately-held company  

owned in the majority by Private Equity Groups 

 

 

   (1)  $8.6bn after the acquisition of Summit Security on August 31, 2020 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

Red print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates                             

https://www.g4s.com/-/media/g4s/global/files/annual-reports/integrated-report-extracts-2018/g4s-full-integrated-report-2018.ashx
http://www.aus.com/
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Allied Universal History 
 
 

The Merger of two MAJOR companies - AlliedBarton and Universal Pro-
tection 

 

Allied Barton’s history dates back to 1957; while Universal Protection was found-
ed in 1965. 

 

Both companies grew organically and through a series of acquisitions and in 2015, 
Allied Barton (then owned by Blackstone Group) was sold to Wendel Group out of 
Paris, France.  Allied Barton had gross revenues in the $2.3bn range at the time of 
the sale. 

 

In 2016, Allied Barton and Universal Protection (with revenues in the $2.2bn range 
and owned in the majority by Warburg Pincus and The Partners Group) an-
nounced a merger.  At the time of the merger the newly formed Allied Universal 
would have revenues of approximately $5.5bn. 

 

Today, as a result of approximately 80 acquisitions, Allied Universal has run rate 
revenues of approximately $8.6bn  (including its most recent acquisition of Summit 
Security) - mostly from U.S. customers, but insignificant amounts from Canada, 
Mexico, England and various countries in Central America.  Approximately $8.5bn 
coming from customers in the U.S.; with the remaining revenues coming from Can-
ada, Mexico, England and various countries in Central America. 

 

Present Ownership 

 

 

 
                                                

Source: News Releases, Company Website, and Management  

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

https://www.g4s.com/-/media/g4s/global/files/annual-reports/integrated-report-extracts-2018/g4s-full-integrated-report-2018.ashx
http://www.aus.com/
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Allied Universal Today - Around the Globe 
 

 

Footprint 

Over 250 branches throughout the U.S., with a small presence in Canada, 
Mexico, United Kingdom, and several countries in Central America. 

 

Service Offerings 

Although Allied Universal has a couple of small divisions offering temporary 
staffing and janitorial services, its core business is in providing security ser-
vices - manned guarding, systems integration, cyber security and artificial intel-
ligence.  Below is a description of its core offerings: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              
                                   

Source: News Releases, Company Website, and Management  

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

http://www.aus.com/
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Allied Universal Today - Around the Globe 

 
 

Foreign Markets 

 

Having recently entered several foreign markets, Allied Universal’s four major 
websites are: 

 

www.aus.com 

www.aus.uk.com 

www.ausecurity.ca 

www.ausecurity.mx 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              
                                   

Source: News Releases, Company Website, and Management  

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

https://www.aus.com
https://www.aus.uk.com
https://www.ausecurity.ca
https://www.ausecurity.mx
https://www.g4s.com/-/media/g4s/global/files/annual-reports/integrated-report-extracts-2018/g4s-full-integrated-report-2018.ashx
http://www.aus.com/
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Allied Universal Today - Around the Globe 

 
 

During the reporting period, Allied Universal remained very active in 
making acquisitions. 

 

Acquisitions of Manned Guarding Companies 

 

Allied Universal acquired 5 companies in the manned guarding space, each 
having revenues less than $100 million annually, but combined having reve-
nues exceeding $175 million. 

 

It also purchased two large manned guarding companies: 

 

On November 21, 2019, Allied Universal announced a transformational merger 

with SOS Security.  SOS was founded in New Jersey in 1969 and at the time of 

the merger had over 15,000 employees located in five countries.  SOS’ revenues 

at the time of the merger is estimated to be approximately $600 million.  

 

 

On August 31, 2020, Allied Universal purchased Summit Security, a $200 million  

revenue manned guarding company based in New York.  Robert H. Perry & Asso-

ciates initiated this transaction and were consultants to the sellers during the ne-

gotiations.   There was not a press release on this transaction. 

 

 

Acquisitions of Systems Integration Companies 

 

Allied Universal announced 4 acquisitions in the systems integration sector 

with combined revenues of approximately $150 million.  The most significant 

of which was Securadyne Systems, a security systems integrator having reve-

nues of approximately $75 million generated from its 17 branch offices.  

 

              
                                   

Source: News Releases, Company Website, and Management  

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

https://www.aus.com/press-releases/allied-universal-and-sos-security-announce-industry-transformational-merger
https://www.aus.com/press-releases/allied-universal-and-sos-security-announce-industry-transformational-merger
https://www.aus.com/press-releases/allied-universal-and-sos-security-announce-industry-transformational-merger
https://www.aus.com/press-releases/allied-universal-and-sos-security-announce-industry-transformational-merger
https://www.g4s.com/-/media/g4s/global/files/annual-reports/integrated-report-extracts-2018/g4s-full-integrated-report-2018.ashx
http://www.aus.com/
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Allied Universal Today - Around the Globe 

 
 

During the reporting period, Allied Universal remained very active in 
making acquisitions. 

 

Allied Universal Transactions with Its Investors 
 

On February 20, 2019, Allied Universal announced that Caisse de dépôt et place-

ment du Québec “CDPQ” invested approximately $400 million of capital, along-

side company management and current financial partners, Warburg Pincus and 

Wendel, to support AUS’ aggressive acquisition strategies.  

 

  

On December 13, 2019, Allied Universal’s existing shareholders completed a 

sale of a majority stake in the company to “CDPQ”; and a new investment group 

led by Warburg Pincus and an affiliate of the J. Safra Group.  As part of the 

transaction, Wendel sold 79% of its total investment in Allied Universal for net 

cash proceeds of $721 million and will retain an ownership of approximately 6%. 

 

The transaction values Wendel’s net investment, including realized and unreal-

ized proceeds, at approximately $920 million, or approximately 2.5 times its total 

invested capital – realized during its 13-month ownership of the majority shares 

of Allied Universal.  

 

On April 29, 2020, the Wendel Group sold its remaining 6% interest to the re-

maining shareholders for $196 million. 

 

 

Allied Universal’s Growth During the Pandemic 

 

Allied Universal is a privately-held company; therefore it does not publish its  

financials.  However,  based on information we have in our files, we determined 

that the company has enjoyed organic growth - the early years In the double digit 

range - to the low single digits now.  An April 30, 2020 company news release 

indicated that it “seeks to hire 30,000 security professionals and administrative 

staff nationwide over the next 2 months.  In spite of the uncertainty that COVID-

19 has caused, there are still many industries, such as security services, that are 

currently hiring to fill essential roles”. 
 

Source: News Releases, Company Website, and Management  

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

MARKET 

https://privatecapitaljournal.com/cdpq-acquires-40-of-allied-universal-from-warburg-pincus-wendel/
https://privatecapitaljournal.com/cdpq-acquires-40-of-allied-universal-from-warburg-pincus-wendel/
https://privatecapitaljournal.com/cdpq-acquires-40-of-allied-universal-from-warburg-pincus-wendel/
https://privatecapitaljournal.com/cdpq-acquires-40-of-allied-universal-from-warburg-pincus-wendel/
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.g4s.com/-/media/g4s/global/files/annual-reports/integrated-report-extracts-2018/g4s-full-integrated-report-2018.ashx
http://www.aus.com/
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Prosegur Today 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Source:  Prosegur IR Corporate Presentation - FY19  

Prosegur is a public company listed on the Madrid Stock Exchange. 
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Prosegur - Around the Globe 
 
Prosegur’s Footprint and Revenue Growth  
 

Prosegur serves customers in 26 countries with less than 5% of its total sales 

coming from the U.S. 

                                   

                                                              

Three Operating Regions: 

  Source:  Prosegur’s Results Presentation - FY 2019 (with footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

Prosegur had 15.6% growth in local currency for 2019: 

Organic Growth                              9.1% 

Acquisitions                                    6.5% 

                                                      15.6% 

*  Exchange Rate Fluctuation   - 9.0% 

   Net Change                               6.6% 

 

*  Resulting from significant monetary devaluation in Latin America and application of IAS 21. 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 

                          Footprint and Financial Performance  

     

   GROWTH 

  
2018 2019 Local Currency Euros 

  

in million Euros     

     

Europe 1,770  1,740  1.7% 1.7% 

Ibero-America 2,087  2,042  19.7% 2.2% 

Rest of the World 341  157  116.6% 116.6% 

Total  4,198  3,939  15.6% 6.6% 

     

MARKET 
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Prosegur - Around the Globe 
 
Financial Results - 2019 Compared to 2018 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Source:  Prosegur’s Results Presentation - FY 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

(in 000’s Euros) 

Note:  Prosegur’s total sales - around the globe - for 2019 converts to $4.7bn.  See page 10 
for conversion rates.  The U.S. portion in the sales is approximately $200M. 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 
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Prosegur - Around the Globe 
 
 

. 

  Source:  Prosegur’s Results Presentation - FY 2019 (footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

Note:  Prosegur’s total sales - around the globe - for 2019 converts to $4.7bn.  The U.S. por-
tion in the sales is approximately $200M. 

Prosegur’s Sales Performance By Business Line - for 2019 Compared to 

2018   

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 
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Prosegur - Around the Globe 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Source:  Prosegur’s 6M 2020 Results and Prosegur’s Q1 2020 Results (with footnotes omitted) 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

Prosegur’s Financial Performance 6 Months 2020 and 6 Months 2019 

Sales First Quarter                                                                       993                     994 

Assumed Sales Second Quarter                                             1,062                     781 

   (6 months sales minus first quarter sales) 

 

Prosegur had a decline in revenues (6 months 2020 vs. 6 months 2019) of 13.6% 

detailed as follows: 

Organic Growth    3.5% 

Divestiture Revenue   -3.9% 

Exchange Rate Fluctuation -13.2% 

NET CHANGE -13.6% 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

Blue print information inserted by Robert H. Perry & Associates 
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Prosegur - Around the Globe 
 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

Note:  Prosegur’s total sales—around the globe—for 2019 converts to $4.7bn.  See page [  ] 
for conversion rates.  The U.S. portion in the sales is approximately $200M. 

Note to Prosegur’s 1H Interim Financial Statements Regarding COVID-19 

MARKET 

http://www.prosegur.com/en/
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Total Sales                            Main Business Lines        

US$2.7bn        Cash Services            29%                                 

3,525 (in CN$1000)             Protective Services       71%  

Employees                                 Operations      

   92,000                            North America, Europe,  

    (at 01/31/2020)                                                   Middle East, Africa                       

 

 

 

    

Key Performance Indicators 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 

GardaWorld is a privately-held company owned in the majority by a Private Equity Group 

Source:  GardaWorld Year-end Reports -  January 31, 2020 

C C C C C C 
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Lines of Service and Area 
 
 
Revenues - Fiscal Years January 31, 2020 Compared to January 31, 2019  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

  Source:  GardaWorld Year End Results - January 31, 2020 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 
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Overview of Financial Changes 
 

Fiscal Year Ended January 31, 2020 
 
 

PROTECTIVE SERVICES  

Revenues for the fiscal year ended January 31, 2020 were C$2,501.1 million, com-
pared with C$1,993.3 million last year, an increase of  C$507.8 million or 25.5%.  
Revenues from business acquisitions increased by $430.5 million or 21.6% and 
from existing business increased by C$60 million or 3.0%.  The U.S. Dollar strength 
has increased the revenues by C$17.3 million in comparison to last year. 
 

Protective Services’ revenues in North America were C$1,605.2 million, compared 
with C$1,127.3 million last year, an increase of C$477.9 million or 42.4%.  Reve-
nues from business acquisitions increased by $C419.8 million or 37.2% and exist-
ing business increased by C$56.0 million or 5.0%. 

 

Revenues from Middle East and Africa were C$895.9 million compared with 
C$866.0 million last year, an increase of C$29.9 million or 3.5%.  Revenues from 
business acquisitions increased b C$10.7 million or 1.2%, and existing business 
increased by C$4.0 million or 0.5%.  The U.S. Dollar strength as increased reve-
nues by $C$15.2 million in comparison to last year. 

 

CASH SERVICES  

Revenues for the fiscal year ended January 31, 2020  were C$1,023.6 million, 
compared with C$990.1 million last year, an increase of C$33.5 million or 3.4%.  
Revenues from existing business increased by C$17.0 million or 1.7%.  The U.S. 
Dollar strength has increased revenues by C$16.5 million in comparison to last 
year. 

 

Cash Services’ revenues in Canada for the fiscal year ended January 31, 2020 
were C$251.6 million compared with C$248.3 million last year, an increase of 
C$3.8 million or 1.3%.  Cash Services’ revenues in the United States were 
C$772.0 million for the same period compared with C$741.8 million last year, an 
increase of C$30.2 million or 4.1% of which C$16.5 million attributable to foreign 
exchange and C$13.7 million to organic growth. 

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

  Source:  GardaWorld Year End Results - January 31, 2020 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 
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Acquisition Activity 
 

Garda completed many small acquisitions during the 2019 year, which it didn’t 

announce or identify in its annual reports.  Garda identified several significant ac-

quisitions in its annual reports, the most significant being the acquisition of the 

Whelan Group on April 5, 2019.  On July 13, 2020, Garda put out a press release 

on its acquisition of WorldAware - a risk management firm based in the United 

States.  WorldAware, with approximately $50 million in annual revenue, will be 

combined with Garda’s Crisis24 subsidiary to create a dominant Market presence 

in the integrated security risk management sector. 

On July 23, 2019, Garda announced that BC Partners, a leading international pri-

vate investment group, and others have reached a definitive agreement to ac-

quire Rhône Group’s equity interest in GardaWorld Security Corporation in a 

C$5.2 billion recapitalization.  Following the transaction close, BC Partners will 

have a 51% common equity interest in GardaWorld, while Stephan Crétier along 

with select members of management hold 49%. 

 

GARDA’S GROWTH DURING THE PANDEMIC  

While we were not able to view Garda’s second quarter financial results, which are 

due to be published after the release of this White Paper report; we were able to 

find the below article on Garda’s performance during the early stages of the pan-

demic: 

From a May issue of the Canadian Press quoting Scott Young, with Garda . . . 

“Young said Garda’s billable hours are up 25 percent over the past eight weeks, as 

the need from essential retail outlets and hospitals by far offsets the drop from spe-

cial events and airports.  Over the past two months, Garda has hired 2,500 staff, 

about double what it normally would over that time period. “  

Young added . . . “training guards has been a challenge as first-aid, handcuff and 

non-violent crisis intervention courses are done in person.  It’s also becoming the 

new normal to have guards check temperatures to avoid sick people entering build-

ings.  Garda has equipment that can be integrated into metal-detector archways or 

card-access turnstiles”.  

Overview 

of World 

Leaders  

  Source:  GardaWorld Year End Results - January 31, 2020, and a press release 

MARKET 

See conversion rate to U.S. dollars on page 11 
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Revenues and Number of Companies 

Market Size in Dollars 

Number of Companies 

Size of the 

Market 

(as of 12/31/19) 

MARKET 

SIZE OF THE MARKET AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2019 

(3) 

(1) 

(2) 

1. Estimated based on Freedonia report, 

annual reports of public companies, and 

files of RHPA 

2. Arithmetical function to come to the 

8,000 companies and $28.0 billion 

revenue 

3. Information from annual reports and files 

of Robert H. Perry & Associates, Inc.  
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Freedonia and IHS Markit Report, the large international research and 
reporting agencies, are generally in agreement that the size of the 
NORTH AMERICAN OUTSOURCED SECURITY SERVICES MAR-
KET FOR 2019 is approximately $31 Billion (including Canada and 
Mexico). We estimate the U.S. market to be approximately $28 Billion, 
including an insignificant portion from Canada and Mexico reported in 
the revenues of the large companies such as Allied Universal, Securi-
tas and G4S - since these companies do not separate their revenues 
by country.  Based on our survey of company owners, and review of 
the annual reports for the public companies, the overall market grew 
about 4% in terms of increased revenue.  However, not all of the in-
crease in revenue came from new customers outsourcing their security 
needs.  Some of the growth came from increases in billing rates, tradi-
tional manned guarding companies buying electronic security compa-
nies; and a “pick-up” in revenue based on movements in foreign ex-
change rates after converting foreign currency to U.S. dollars for the 
foreign companies operating in the U.S. market.   

 

Also there’s an estimated $15 billion of potential revenue from compa-
nies presently providing their security function through in-house securi-
ty personnel.  These companies are starting to explore taking their se-
curity functions to the outsourced contract market, especially to the 
larger security companies that offer stationary security officers in con-
junction with integrated guarding and Artificial Intelligence; now deliver-
ing a much more effective security function and better  trained officers 
than that provided by their in-house security department.  

   

THE CHALLENGES IN DETERMINING THE SIZE OF THE MARKET 

 

As recent as 10 years ago, determining the size of the Contract Securi-
ty Market, as it related to the manned guarding service offerings, was 
not complicated. Back then the only difference between the large and 
small companies was the amount of revenue and number of employ-
ees - all offered mostly standing and mobile guarding services. 

As the menu of services expanded, determining the market size for any 
given service offering became more difficult and virtually impossible - 
leaving a question mark in deciding just how much the manned guard-
ing sector has grown over the last 10 years and even from year-to-
year. 

 

Size of the 

Market 

(as of 12/31/19) 

MARKET 
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Most reporting agencies, in preparing their estimates of the size of the 
industry and growth expectations – again, in terms or gross revenue 
and not necessarily new customers employing contract security - rely 
heavily on the public information of the larger companies; and the U.S. 
Census reports from the U.S. Federal government. The U.S. Census 
reports ask for revenues from the main line of business of the reporting 
company which allows for inaccurate sector amounts for a company 
with two or several lines of businesses; each having a different Stand-
ard Industrial Classification code. 

 

The authors of a report on the “private security Market”, funded by the 
US Department of Justice a few years ago, found that accurately peg-
ging the size of the Market was very challenging.  They found that a 
broader definition of the Market will result in a higher estimate of the to-
tal revenue simply because the revenue of more companies will be in-
cluded.  Thereby resulting in the higher end of their estimate being more 
than double the lower end – depending on what services they included 
in their study.   

 

The $28bn is consistent with our confidential internal files that identify 
the revenues, company-by-company, of many of the estimated 8,000 
companies operating in the U.S. The combined revenues for the individ-
ual companies we have identified through conversations with the own-
ers and other verification procedures are approximately $24bn with the 
remaining $4bn in revenues coming from the smaller companies, for 
which we don’t have specific revenue numbers. We are not including 
cash-in-transit (armored vehicles) or “pure play” Federal government 
security providers. This is a huge market, the size of which is very diffi-
cult to quantify in terms of security spend in the various world locations. 
The figures, if could be obtained, would also be distorted somewhat by 
the fact that there’s a lot of minority and protégé sub-contracting that 
create the possibility of double counting of the revenues in determining 
the size of this segment of the market. 

 

We estimate the size of just the manned guarding services included in 
the $28 bn market to be approximately $26 bn (with, as mentioned 
above, an insignificant portion coming from Canada and Mexico) when 
the estimated $2 billion in electronics and systems integration revenues 
coming from the large companies are taken out.  
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The chart below details our estimate of the growth for the Market for 
2019 (by source).  Many of the company owners that participated in our 
survey indicated that they were able to obtain billing rate increases from 
their customers to help offset the wage inflation resulting from the record 
low unemployment rates - prior to COVID-19. We estimate that, based 
on this survey, 2% of the growth in the market is the result of these bill-
ing rate increases. Also, this year our survey revealed that some, but by 
no means the majority, of the larger regional companies were growing 
through existing customers adding billing hours or obtaining new cus-
tomers who previously did not have contract security. We estimate that 
1.3% of the 3.5% growth in the manned guarding sector was the result 
of real growth in the new security provided and not a play on increase in 
billing rates. There were no major purchases of systems integration 
companies by manned guarding companies during the reporting period. 

 

The figures below were derived from known increases in the large re-
porting companies; with differences applied (a decrease) to the regional 
and small companies to arrive at 4% overall market growth. 
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SIZE OF THE MARKET NOW? 

 

 

It’s too early to tell how the 2019 Market size will be affected by the pan-
demic; and by the end of 2020, the size may still remain a big question 
mark.   

 

In preparing for this white paper, we asked many owners of contract secu-
rity companies to tell us about their company and how it’s being affected 
by COVID -19.  Most said their revenues were down by less than 5%, and 
surprisingly many that reported lower revenues also reported higher than 
normal profits due to a lot of COVID-19 related temporary services they 
were providing at high margins. Overall, and as we expected, whether the 
revenues were down depended on the amount of business the companies 
were doing with the “affected industries” – primarily hospitality, airlines, 
certain retail sectors and sporting events.   

 

Although the Federal government has provided stimulus monies to strug-
gling companies, many say the negative effects of the virus will linger long 
past the time the monies have been spent.  Our country has already expe-
rienced a record number of bankruptcies and business closings. 

 

A June 29, 2020 Fortune magazine article, in quoting James Hamond, 
CEO of New Generation Research said this about bankruptcies caused by 
COVID-19 . . . “I’m pretty confident we will see more bankruptcies than in 
any business person’s lifetime.  Ranked by assets alone, the magnitude of 
bankruptcies this year has already surpassed that of 2008.  And that’s not 
including what could happen when the government’s Paycheck Protection 
Program, which aims to keep small businesses up and running with loans 
that can be converted to grants if certain terms are met, runs out.  The 
largest Chapter 11 bankruptcy so far has been that of car-rental company, 
Hertz.  Unable to hold on after the travel Market effectively hit the brakes, 
the company is now selling off much of its fleet in a bid to meet demands 
from creditors.  Others in the sectors ranging from oil and gas, to retail, to 
aviation have similarly suffered in navigating the pandemic.” 

 

An excerpt from a CNBC August 29, 2020 report on a Federal Reserve 
release indicated that “. . . the U.S. gross domestic product tumbles at a 
rate of 32.9% in the second quarter as the pandemic shut down most non- 
essential activities.  A return to growth is expected in the third quarter, 
though a resurgence in the virus is casting some doubt on how aggressive 
the bounce back might be.”  

 

Given the above bad news about how the “affected industries” are drag-
ging down our economy, coupled with the probable increases in security 
revenues from lingering COVID-19 services and ramped up security needs 
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resulting from the civil disobedience, no one can predict, with any rea-
sonable degree of accuracy, the size of the present security market or 
what it might be in the near future.  Some are saying it may take five 
years, or longer, for the airlines Market to recover; others are saying the 
brick and mortar retail establishments will never fully recover as the pan-
demic has drastically changed the way consumers do their shopping.  

 

The good news, assuming we can really call it good news, is that although 
the contract security Market will have to do a lot of adjusting and reinvent-
ing itself, the Market remains recession resistant and will survive, better 
than most industries, any down turn in the economy.   In the final analysis, 
whatever our “new normal” will be after the pandemic is behind us, compa-
nies and citizens will still need security; albeit maybe a shift in the mix of 
security officers and integrated guarding.  

 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2019  

 
It still remains a challenge to find credible information on the number of 
people working in the outsourced contract security Market in the United 
States. The latest report by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (issued in 
May 2019 and the most widely quoted source for the security Market) 
indicates a total of 1,126,370 “Security Guards”. It includes some cate-
gories of labor not normally classified as manned security personnel, in-
house guards and certain Federal government security employees not 
included in the count for the revenue size of the market. 

 

Therefore, we went to published reports for the large companies and 
our internal files for the small companies. We arrived at 830,000 esti-
mated employees in the Market based on a ratio of employees to total 
revenue as reported by the large companies along with our estimate of 
the number of employees for the smaller, non-reporting companies; af-
ter adjusting for more part-time employees in this latter category. 

 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOW? 

 

For reasons stated above regarding the uncertainty of the size of the 
present market in terms of gross revenue, the employee count is equal-
ly as difficult or impossible to quantify.  Our conversations with owners 
revealed that the owners that applied for the Payroll Protection Pro-
gram forgivable loans were keeping unneeded personnel on the payroll 
to make sure the loans were forgiven by the Small Business Admin-
istration (SBA).   Also, in many cases the extra head count helped to 
eliminate the non-billable overtime premium cost factor, prevalent dur-
ing the period of low unemployment – pre COVID-19 era.  
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES - CONTRACT VS. PUBLIC POLICE FORCE 

 

An August 2017 article in Forbes indicated that there were almost 700,000 
police officers in the U.S.; which at 830,000 outsourced guards (our esti-
mate), puts the ratio at 1.2 outsourced guards to every public policeman.  
However, what’s uncertain at this point is the ultimate outcome of the move-
ment to “defund” the police forces around the country.  Although both presi-
dential candidates say they are not in favor of full “defunding”, both have indi-
cated a move to make changes.  Many are saying the changes will mean 
more companies and individuals will be looking for the outsourced security 
market to fill the void created by lessening the number of public policemen on 
the streets.  

 

COMPENSATION 

 

The May 2019 Occupational Labor Statistics report indicated that the median 
wages for contract security officers were approximately $15.88 ( up from 
$15.50 in 2018) per hour worked; and $33,030 ( up from $32,050 in 2018) for 
full-time gross annual pay. These figures vary significantly depending on: the 
area of the country, whether the employee is working at a unionized facility; 
and whether or not the employee is working at a Federal government facility 
where the wage and benefits are mandated by the Federal government con-
tract.  Also, the wages are rising due to the need to hire better qualified per-
sonnel for operating and managing the growing technical offerings of the 
Contract Security Companies – especially the offerings previously mentioned 
for the Big 5 world leaders.   

 

Most contract security companies are preparing now for the inevitable  in-
creases in minimum wage.  Many states and/or municipalities have already 
set the minimum wage at $15 per hour, or graduation levels to get to $15 per 
hour over a set number of intervals – usually around a 3 year period.  If our 
congressional control, during the upcoming elections, shifts and a minimum 
wage is mandated country wide; then the $15 per hour minimum may be-
come mandatory much sooner than the targeted phase-in plans.     
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ARMED EMPLOYEES 
 

Based on our in-house records of the hundreds of manned guarding com-

pany owners with which we have consulted over the past several years; it 

is estimated that, contrary to public opinion, less than 10% of security of-

ficers working for contract security companies carry weapons, but the 

amount of armed guards in the Market is rising. The ones that are armed 

today are more thoroughly vetted upon employment and go through extra 

training to qualify to carry the weapon. Further, many contract security 

companies hire off duty, or retired, policemen to fill the posts requiring an 

armed security officer. The security company has to pay more for the off 

duty policeman, but most of the extra cost can be passed on to the cus-

tomer. 

 

However, as more and more incidences occur that could have been pre-

vented by a weapon carrying security officer, the security customers are 

demanding that their contract security company find ways to meet this 

need. 

 

It is anticipated that as the “defunding” of the police forces move esca-

lates and more and more outsourced security companies fill the void of 

less public policemen; the armed percentage of the outsourced security 

companies will rise dramatically.  In most cases, these outsourced secu-

rity companies will hire off duty or retired policemen for these jobs since 

they already have extensive weapons training.  
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SOURCES OF GROWTH 

 

(See also pages 60 - 64 for an expanded discussion on the below 
and details on other possible events leading to growth in the in-
dustry) 

 

IN-HOUSE CONVERTING TO OUTSOURCED SECURITY 

It is estimated that the market size for companies providing their security 
in-house is about $20 Billion; based on what they would have to pay at 
out-sourced security rates. A study by our firm indicated that 60 – 75% of 
this market may be favorable for converting from in-house to outsourced 
security. The remaining 25 – 40% have internal requirements that prohib-
it them from outsourcing the security function. What is not clear, howev-
er, is why most of the contract security companies are not more aggres-
sive at targeting and educating this market segment that can, and proba-
bly should, out-source their security. However, recently some of the large 
security companies have introduced technical applications, such as Artifi-
cial Intelligence, that will greatly enhance the security function. These 
applications are too expensive for the companies with in-house security 
to reproduce; therefore driving these companies to outsource security 
companies to fill this need. 

 

COST CONSIDERATIONS 

Companies, (and more recently, municipalities) looking to cut costs are 
eliminating their in-house security program and using contract security 
companies. Typically, in-house security employees will cost their employ-
er more due to long term tenure with the company and expensive retire-
ment benefits. By contracting out the security function, companies and 
municipalities are getting better trained security personnel, in many cas-
es, for less total outlay. Although there were many companies making 
this move during this reporting period, the amount of new revenue gener-
ated was minimal when compared to the $28 billion market. 

 

THE NEED TO UPGRADE SECURITY FUNCTIONS 
 

Many companies today are finding that their in-house force isn’t pre-
pared to handle a major crisis. Therefore, they’re looking to outsource 
this function, not only for the cost savings described above, but also to 
make sure they have the right security in place when it’s needed. The 
contract security company will, in most instances, have better trained 
personnel and more state-of-the-art technology to handle the security 
challenges of today. After all, it’s the contract security company’s goal to 
have the best and most effective security at competitive prices (the com-
petition makes sure this happens); that’s what they do and they have to 
do it best. 
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INCREASING CRIME AND TERRORISM 

Immediately after 9/11 there was a large spike in outsourced security, 
which eventually settled back down, although to a higher level than it 
was before the terrorists attacks. The fear of another major terrorist 
attack still looms in the minds of the citizens in the US, but adding to 
that is the increase in the crime rates in general. 

 

There’s been a growing number of mass murders in our schools, thea-
tres, shopping malls and sporting events; and still growing concerns 
over airports, nuclear sites, subways, and hospitals. And not only plac-
es where a large number of people congregate, but small gatherings as 
well – all having a chilling effect on our nation. All this points to a com-
pelling reason to initiate or ramp up security at places not historically in 
need of outsourced security protection. 

 

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES OUTSOURCING 

The public police forces are, in most cases, operating on limited budg-
ets, with outdated equipment and a low morale due to the attacks on po-
licemen by our local community. Many insurance companies, as well as 
municipalities, are now demanding that companies provide adequate 
protection. The companies and municipalities that have a need to protect 
their property, employees, and citizens will be looking to the outsourced 
market as a way to respond to this ramped up demand. An April 18, 
2019 Channel 6 News report from Milwaukee, Wisconsin announced a 
new effort to fight crime in the city by brining on cameras, security pa-
trols, and a private security company to provide trained officers. A May 
7, 2019 article in the Richmond Times-Dispatch indicated that . . . “ Vir-
ginia is signing a $7M contract with a private security firm to transport 
mental health patients freeing up law enforcement. Many of the larger 
security companies started preparing for this increase in demand several 
years ago and are ready to respond. 

 

Many sources indicate that a large growth in the outsourced contract 
security industry may be coming from airport passenger screening and 
other airport security functions presently handled by the Transportation 
Security Administration (TSA) in most of our airports. There are present-
ly around 20 airports in the U.S. using outsourced security—the largest 
being San Francisco. However, many other large airports are consider-
ing making the change.  (Note:  Presently the airline market is de-
pressed due to COVID-19, diminishing somewhat the possible growth 
through privatizing the TSA function)   
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ENHANCING MANNED GUARDING WITH ELECTRONICS 

A recent survey by our firm indicated that many contract security companies 
today that are actually growing, are doing so by offering systems integra-
tion, integrated security, or some other type of electronic security en-
hancing services. However, such companies as ADT Commercial and 
most recently the DIY Ring offering are gaining traction in providing ser-
vices traditionally provided by the integrated security companies - thus 
may be a future threat to the manned guarding sector of the security in-
dustry.   
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SOURCES OF CONTRACTION 

 
 

(See also pages 60 - 64 for an expanded discussion on the below 
and details on other possible events leading to a contraction of the 
industry) 

 

COMPANIES CLOSING 

Certain industries adversely affected by the downturn in the economy a 
few years ago are just now closing locations, thereby eliminating the need 
for security once needed in those areas. 

 

CONVERTING TO IN-HOUSE SECURITY 

Some companies are eliminating contract security and using their own 
personnel to handle the security functions as a way to justify keeping the 
valuable employees . . . However, the converse of this is true in many in-
stances as mentioned under “Growth Factors” on page 50. 

 

REPLACING MANNED GUARDING WITH ELECTRONICS 

Some companies are eliminating security officers entirely and replacing 
with electronic security; and some companies are just reducing the secu-
rity force and supplementing with integrated security or other electronic 
security options.  
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The margins and EBITDA for the large and small companies did not show a 
significant change from our last white paper (July 2019) through the start of 
the Coronavirus shutdown.  However, there are major changes in the finan-
cial structure of all the contract security companies as a result of the shut-
down (now going on for about six months) and some major changes that 
could take place should our administration change in the coming elections.  
Since the changes resulting from the Coronavirus is still evolving, we are not 
able to report on the effects to revenue and profits in this white paper. Some 
experts are saying the pandemic will be over by the beginning of 2021 and 
we’ll be back to normal; while others are saying the effects of what’s happen-
ing now will be felt for many years into the future.   
 
Since the financial picture of most companies did not change starting from 
the date of our last white paper (July 2019) through the beginning of the pan-
demic, we’re repeating the 2019 charts as follows: 
 
On pages 56 and 57 are the 2019 charts, with 10-year trends, showing the 
typical margins and EBITDA for the small, regional and national/international 
U.S. Contract Security Companies – with an insignificant portion of the reve-
nue coming from the governmental sector (typically very low margin busi-
ness). There is no margin or EBITDA information published for the Market, 
except in the annual reports of the two public companies - Securitas and 
G4S; and Garda, which is not publically traded, but makes its annual reports 
available through a Canadian reporting agency. The aggregate U.S. manned 
guarding revenues of these three companies, as presented in our 2019 re-
port,  represented approximately 30% of the U.S. Contract Security market. 
The information in these charts were prepared based on a review of the an-
nual reports of these three companies and conversations with key executives 
of the large privately-held companies; as well as financial reports sent to our 
office by owners of various small and regional privately-held manned guard-
ing firms. 
 
 
The resulting figures in the charts indicate a decrease in margins over the 
past few years [leading up to the start of the pandemic] of approximately 4% 
for the small companies and 3% for the regional companies. However, it’s 
interesting to note that although the margins at the site level have slipped, 
EBITDA has remained relatively steady over the past couple of years for the 
regional companies. This is due primarily to a lot of “belt tightening” at the 
home office level accomplished by being more efficient in utilizing the non-
billable personnel, or eliminating altogether some non-billable personnel 
through investing in technology. The small companies are usually operating 
at optimum levels of overhead personnel already and do not have much room 
for decreasing operating costs; hence the reason the EBITDA was, and still 
is, decreasing significantly for these smaller companies. 
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10-YEAR MARGIN TREND 

Margin Trend (Site Level Profit) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Margin Trend (Branch Level Profit) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flat for the 10 year period 
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10- YEAR EBITDA TREND 
 

 
 
    

 
 

The Tax Reduction Act of 2018 reduced the 

taxes paid, below the EBITDA line, for most 

corporations by 14%.  Securitas and G4S 

stand to gain approximately $50M from this 

reduction in tax rates. 
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DEFINING TERMS ON THE PREVIOUS CHARTS: 

 

MARGINS (PROFIT AT THE CUSTOMER SITE, ALSO REFERRED TO AS 
“GROSS PROFIT”)  

All direct cost as a percentage of revenue. Direct costs are all costs assigned 
to the site, such as: compensation for the billable officers, wages for the dedi-
cated non-billable supervisors, uniforms, employer payroll taxes, workers 
compensation insurance, general liability insurance, employer portion of 
health benefits, cost of equipment dedicated to the site, union cost, cost for 
non-billable roving supervisors (not assigned to an account) if there are a lot 
of “cold start” sites, etc. 
 

 

BRANCH LEVEL PROFIT  
The profit at site level less all the cost to operate the branch office (for com-
panies with multiple branch offices). 
 
 

 

EBITDA  
Earnings Before Interest Taxes Depreciation and Amortization. 

 

 
SMALL COMPANIES  

Revenues less than $10 million; owner manages the business and has cus-
tomer relationships. Usually inefficient in back-office operation and pays 
more on a per-unit cost for insurance, uniforms, etc. In addition to the previ-
ously mentioned cost increases, gross margins are slipping due to the larger 
companies’ recent interest in the smaller accounts, which typically have high-
er margins. Adding to the margin erosion for the small company have been 
the pricing pressures from the customers. 

 

 

REGIONAL COMPANIES  
Revenues $10 - $100 million; owner less involved in customer relationships, 
operates multi-offices – usually volume is $5 - $10 million per office. These 
medium sized companies are also experiencing margin slippage due to the 
previously mentioned costs. Although the margins are decreasing, the 
EBITDA has remained relatively constant due to a lot of “belt tightening” at 
the administrative cost level. 
 
 
The Branch Level profit can be much lower for regional companies with many 
small offices in areas with an insufficient volume to justify the branch office 
overhead. This is often found in companies that are expanding through enter-
ing new markets, or having to maintain a support office to service a large ac-
count with multiple locations. 
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PROBABLE OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES AHEAD FOR  

OWNERS OF CONTRACT SECURITY COMPANIES: 
 

Margins 

(Now)  

 

Financial  
Model 

  
Companies 

Affected 
  Profit Effects 

Revenue 

      Increases Profit: 
  Large  Additional High Margin Services Related to 

COVID-19 Pandemic 

  Large  Civil Disorder Over "Defunding" the Police 
Force 

  All  Legalizing Cannabis at Federal Level 

      Decreases Profit: 

  All   Banks Tightening Lending Standards 

        

Labor 65 - 70% of 
Revenue 

      Increases Profit: 

  
All Small and 
Some Large   

Federal Government Payroll Protection 
Program Stimulus Monies 

      Decreases Profit: 

  All   Possible $15/hour National Minimum Wage 

  All   Predictive Scheduling 

  All   Increase in Non-Billable Overtime Pay 

          

        Decreases Profit: 
Labor Loads 15% 

- 20% of Labor   
All 

  
Restore Full Provision of the Affordable Care 
Act (ACA) 

          

EBITDA                  
6 - 8%   

  

  

  

        Decreases After Tax Income: 
Corporate Income 

Tax   
All 

  
Possible Tax Increase 

          

        Decreases Proceeds from a Sale: 
Tax on Sale of 

Business   
All 

  
Possible Higher Taxes on the Sale of a 
Business 

          

MARGINS 

See detailed explanation of above on pages 60 through 64. 
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PROBABLE OPPORTUNITIES AHEAD FOR  

OWNERS OF CONTRACT SECURITY COMPANIES: 

 
 
 

ADDITIONAL HIGH MARGIN SERVICES RELATED TO THE COVID-19  
PANDEMIC  

Even though many companies reported a decline in revenues due to cus-
tomers shutting down or decreasing their billable hours, some of the com-
panies made up for the loss through high margin COVID-19 services such 
as temperature checks, crowd capacity control, mask and social distancing 
monitoring.  The companies that have been investing heavily in artificial in-
telligence are getting rewarded in a big way as these platforms can now use 
data analytics as effective pre-screening solutions and predicting crowd 
flow.  In fact, many companies that offered this service reported that their 
earnings were up substantially.  However, as of the publishing of this white 
paper report, the companies are anxiously awaiting for Congress to include, 
in the next COVID relief bill, a provision that relieves companies from liabil-
ity for offering such services.  Without this relief, it’s undetermined at this 
point if the companies will continue offering these services – unless they 
can obtain insurance coverage; which is still in question.  

 

CIVIL DISORDER AND DEFUNDING THE POLICE FORCES  

A push to cut funding to police departments have escalated amid protests 
over the recent death of George Floyd in Minneapolis.  While most lawmak-
ers do not support all the cuts being demanded by the protesters (all over 
the U.S. and globally), they are looking at passing laws that make for a 
“softer” police force; thereby possibly putting the safety of the citizens and 
property at risk.  Many contract security companies have seen a spike in 
their revenues as they have been called on to provide security to their build-
ings and employees located in the protest zones.   Also, many security 
companies anticipate that some of the spike in revenue may become per-
manent if the “defunding” ultimately results in companies having to look to 
contract security, in the form of electronics as well as manned guarding, as 
a way to fill the void created by the public police force’s new policies. The 
big question at this point is whether or not the contract security company, in 
expanding its reach into the municipal sector, will ultimately be facing the 
same scrutiny as the public force – which of course has already been hap-
pening according to some recent published reports criticizing the private 
security Market.    
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LEGALIZING CANNABIS AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL 

The cannabis Market is one of, if not the, fastest growing industries in the 
world, but it’s still not legal at the Federal level in the U.S., despite the fact 
that 44 states, as well as Washington, DC, have legalized marijuana in one 
form or another. Archview Market Research and BDS Analytics predict a 
32.92% Compound Annual Growth Rate [worldwide] by the end of 2026. 

In spite of this tremendous growth in a Market needing quality security and 
willing to pay for it, very few security companies operating in the U.S. have 
entered the Market. The ones that are still on the sidelines say their banks 
are afraid to take on the business and insurance companies decline cover-
age since it’s still technically considered an “illegal” business. However, 
there are reports that leadership in the House of Representatives may intro-
duce a bill in September to put Federal legalization of the cannabis Market in 
motion. If the bill ultimately passes, many security companies qualified to 
handle this type of security will greatly benefit from this rapidly growing Mar-
ket. [Sources: marijuanamoment.net website and PRNewswire July 09, 
2020; WSJ June 03, 2020] 

 

 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PAYROLL PROTECTION PROGRAM STIMULUS 
MONIES 

The Federal government made funds available to help struggling companies 
keep their employees during the pandemic. The total funds available under 
this program was approximately $600 billion. It gave companies having fewer 
than 500 employees a forgivable loan (with certain qualifications having to do 
with employee retention) equal to 2.5 times its 2019 average monthly payroll 
cost. There was also a little known provision in the program that also made 
these funds available to larger companies – up to a maximum forgivable loan 
amount of $10 million.   Many contract security companies took advantage of 
this program making it possible to keep employees on the payroll even 
though in many cases the lower volume of business resulting from lost hours 
caused by COVID-19 did not justify keeping the excess employees. In fact, 
many companies were able to get the funds even though there was no de-
crease in revenue to cause a layoff since the forgiveness of the loan was 
based on employee retention and not a diminishing revenue. 
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PROBABLE CHALLENGES AHEAD FOR  

OWNERS OF CONTRACT SECURITY COMPANIES: 

 

BANKS TIGHTENING LENDING STANDARDS 

Most all contract security companies look to their banks for the monies they 
need to grow revenue and pay operating expenses. However, many of the 
security companies may find themselves scrambling around for a new bank, 
or worse yet, may not be able to find one at all when the time comes to re-
new their line of credit . An August 3rd Reuters article said this about the di-
lemma: “Loan officers at U.S. banks reported tightening standards and terms 
on all types of business, real estate and consumer loans in the second quar-
ter [ of 2020 ] as widespread coronavirus-related shutdowns plunged the 
economy into recession and tens of millions of workers lost their jobs”. The 
article went on to say that . . . “on balance, lending standards across all loan 
categories were at the “tighter end of the range” of standards in effect from 
2005 to the present”. Manned guarding companies are more susceptible to 
this tightening of the lending strings than most other industries since usually 
the loans are collateralized by the predictableness of the revenue streams 
and the turnover days of receivables outstanding – both benchmarks acting 
in a negative direction for manned guarding companies, in particular, during 
the COVID-19 days of uncertainty. 

 
 
 

POSSIBLE $15 NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE 

The present Democratic platform calls for a national $15 per hour minimum 
pay rate, in addition to a mandatory paid family leave provision. Many manned 
guarding companies operating in rural areas are paying round $12 per hour to 
their security officers and even lower in some areas, which means if the $15 
per hour mandated rate passes, even though it would probably be phased in 
over several periods or years, the billing rates to the customers would have to 
be increased dramatically; thereby driving many customers to reduce their bill-
able hours or eliminate on site security officers altogether and replace it with 
electronic security. These provisions, as well as many other anti-business leg-
islative changes, have been supported by the Democratic candidates for years 
and most business owners are now concerned that they may become a reality 
if the Democrats gain a majority representation in the upcoming political elec-
tions.  
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PREDICTIVE SCHEDULING 

Predictive Scheduling was originally passed in San Francisco in 2015; fol-
lowed by the state of Oregon, making it a state wide mandate, as well as the 
cities of Philadelphia, Seattle, Emeryville (CA), New York City and most re-
cently – Chicago. The law was designed to assure the “quality of life” for the 
employees. It basically required employers to give the employee a certain 
number of hours/days’ notice before changing the employee’s normal work 
schedule; if violated, the employer would have to pay high premium rates for 
the hours worked “outside” the normal scheduled hours. The act went into 
effect in Chicago in July of 2020. 

Chicago is the only venue, so far, that has specifically included security ser-
vices under its list of businesses required to meet the standards of the Act. 
The other venues only included retail and hospitality industries. For security 
companies operating in Chicago, the Act counters the on-call and “just-in-
time” scheduling practices most commonly used and needed by manned 
guarding companies to fill an empty post assignment. Although this definition 
of covered employees would include most activities performed by the tradi-
tional manned guarding companies, there are certain exclusions covered in 
the act. This new Act is not only troubling for the owners of traditional 
manned guarding companies operating in the city of Chicago, but owners of 
manned guarding companies in other areas of the country are now con-
cerned that their geographical coverage may be the next target for Predictive 
Scheduling. However, the states of Georgia, Iowa, Tennessee and Arkansas 
have passed statewide legislation that forbids this type of ordinance citing 
the reason being that such laws put the employers in that state at an eco-
nomic disadvantage when compared to other states that do not have this 
type of law. [last sentence from July issue of Employee Benefit News] 

 

INCREASE IN NON-BILLABLE OVERTIME PAY 

Typically, in periods of high unemployment, the non-billable overtime pay is 
reduced since there is an increase in the availability of labor to fill the posts. 
The Federal government’s $600 per week unemployment supplement, in ad-
dition to the state’s normal weekly benefit amount, created a large disincen-
tive for millions of Americans to return to work – because they can make 
more money staying at home. According to a report by the University of Chi-
cago and American Action Forum, 60% - 70% of individuals on unemploy-
ment are making more than they did in their last job thanks to the federal 
supplement – and the bottom 20% of wage earners are making, on average, 
double what they made before. However, some of the owners we surveyed 
said the situation is starting to improve as previously laid off workers are 
starting to return for fear that they may wind up in the back of the line in trying 
to get their old job back if the $600 per week supplement, presently sched-
uled to end July 31, 2020, is not extended; prompting the people presently 
drawing unemployment to start looking for jobs again. 
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RESTORE THE FULL PROVISIONS OF THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT 

The present administration has eliminated many of the provisions of the Af-
fordable Care Act that were expensive to employers – the most significant of 
which was the Individual Mandate section of the law. However, the Demo-
cratic platform calls for the full restoration of the original provisions of this 
Act; which many companies found very costly and time consuming to imple-
ment. 

 

INCREASE IN STATE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE RATES 

Although the state unemployment benefits helped millions of laid off workers 
survive during the pandemic, the strain on the state unemployment funds 
was significant. Typically, during a time of high unemployment, the employ-
ers in that state face large increases in rates as a way to replenish the un-
employment fund. As of May 26, 2000, [www.taxfoundation.org] reported 
that only half the states have declared that the cost of the COVID-19 related 
layoffs will not be charged against the businesses operating in that state. 
This leaves the businesses operating in the other half of the states facing a 
drastic increase in their unemployment tax rates in the near future. 

 

POSSIBLE TAX INCREASES 

Early in the Democratic platform, there were indications that the Republican’s 
tax cuts put into effect two years ago, would be reversed. One of the most 
attractive aspects of these cuts to corporations was reducing the tax rate 
from 35% to 21% and a reduction of approximately 8% in taxes for compa-
nies operating as “flow through” entities (i.e.; partnerships and Sub S corpo-
rations, etc.). The latest platform calls for the taxes to be increased from 21% 
to 28%, thereby eliminating about half of the Republican tax cut for corpora-
tions; but still a major “hit” to the after tax income for the companies. 

 

TAXES ON THE SALE OF A BUSINESS 

The Democratic platform calls for the elimination of certain tax deductions 
(mostly for individuals); however the most concerning tax change to owners 
looking to sell their company in the near future is the proposal to eliminate 
the tax favored long term capital gain rate on the sale of investments. The 
platform calls for investment income to be taxed the same as labor income; 
which means the rate goes from the present 21% to around 35% on the sale 
of a business. What’s even more troubling for owners thinking about selling, 
but wanting to wait a few months, is the fact that many tax advisors are pre-
dicting that if the new legislators make the change in 2021, the change may 
be effective for any sale transactions after December 31, 2020 rather than 
when the change is actually approved. 
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SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTIONS  

 

Reporting Period:  Year 2019 up to September 14, 2020 (the date of publishing this White 

Paper report) 

 

We tracked many transactions between small sellers and large regional company ac-

quirers during the reporting period, however most were not announced through a press 

release; therefore will not be addressed in the list of transactions below.  

The usual large company acquirers were still active during the reporting period, but re-
ported smaller transactions, resulting from many of the larger companies of five years 
ago having already been purchased by Allied Universal.   

Following are the announced transactions (except where noted) during the reporting 
period – primarily involving sellers with revenues exceeding $100 million (with summar-
ies for the smaller transactions).  Also listed are certain announced transactions signifi-
cant to understanding the direction of the security Market.  Details of most of these 
transactions can be viewed from our website under World Transactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Manned Guarding 

 

Companies with revenues less than $100 million: 

 

AUS announced 5 acquisitions of companies with combined revenues of approxi-

mately $175 million. 

 

Large manned guarding transaction: 

 

On November 21, 2019, Allied Universal announced a transformational merger with 

SOS Security.  SOS was founded in New Jersey in 1969 and at the time of the mer-

ger had over 15,000 employees located in five countries.  SOS’ revenues at the time 

of the merger is estimated to be approximately $600 million.  

 

On August 31, 2020, Allied Universal purchased Summit Security, a $200 million New 

York based manned guarding company.  Robert H. Perry & Associates initiated this 

transaction and were consultants to the sellers during the negotiations.  

Mergers 

MERGERS 

https://www.roberthperry.com/world-transactions
https://www.aus.com/press-releases/allied-universal-and-sos-security-announce-industry-transformational-merger
https://www.aus.com/press-releases/allied-universal-and-sos-security-announce-industry-transformational-merger
https://www.aus.com/press-releases/allied-universal-and-sos-security-announce-industry-transformational-merger
https://www.aus.com/press-releases/allied-universal-and-sos-security-announce-industry-transformational-merger
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Systems Integration 

Allied Universal announced 4 acquisitions in the systems integration sector with com-

bined revenues of approximately $150 million.  The most significant of which was Se-

curadyne Systems, a security systems integrator having revenues of approximately 

$75 million generated from its 17 branch offices.  

 

 

 Allied Universal transactions with its investors 

On February 20, 2019, Allied Universal announced that Caisse de dépôt et placement 

du Québec “CDPQ” invested approximately $400 million of capital, alongside compa-

ny management and current financial partners, Warburg Pincus and Wendel, to sup-

port AUS’ aggressive acquisition strategies.  

 

On December 13, 2019, Allied Universal’s existing shareholders completed a sale of 

a majority stake in the company to “CDPQ”; and a new investment group led by War-

burg Pincus and an affiliate of the J. Safra Group.  As part of the transaction, Wendel 

sold 79% of its total investment in Allied Universal, for net cash proceeds of $721 mil-

lion and will retain an ownership of approximately 6%. 

 

The transaction values Wendel’s net investment, including realized and unrealized 

proceeds, at approximately $920 million, or approximately 2.5 times its total invested 

capital – realized during its 13 month ownership of the majority shares of Allied Uni-

versal.  

 

On April 29, 2020, the Wendel Group sold its remaining 6% interest to the remaining 

shareholders for $196 million. 

 
 

Mergers 

MERGERS 

https://privatecapitaljournal.com/cdpq-acquires-40-of-allied-universal-from-warburg-pincus-wendel/
https://privatecapitaljournal.com/cdpq-acquires-40-of-allied-universal-from-warburg-pincus-wendel/
https://privatecapitaljournal.com/cdpq-acquires-40-of-allied-universal-from-warburg-pincus-wendel/
https://privatecapitaljournal.com/cdpq-acquires-40-of-allied-universal-from-warburg-pincus-wendel/
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
https://www.wendelgroup.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/presse/wendel_aus_dec2019_en.pdf
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During the reporting period, Securitas bought Global Elite Security in the U.S. – a $32 

million airline security company; and MSM Security – a $15 million inspections and 

background investigations company.  

  

However, Securitas’ primary acquisition focus is in growing its electronic securi-

ty offering – buying six small electronic security companies located in The United 

Kingdom, Australia, Spain and the customers of I-Verify in the U.S.  

 

 

 

 

Garda completed many small transactions during the reporting period, which it didn’t 

announce or identify in its annual reports. 

Garda listed several larger acquisitions in its annual reports, the most significant be-

ing the acquisition of the Whelan Group on April 05, 2019 – paying approximately 

$160 million for over $250 million of revenue.  

On July 13, 2020, Garda put out a press release on its acquisition of WorldAware  - a 

risk management firm based in the United States.  WorldAware, with approximately 

$50 million in annual revenue, will be combined with Garda’s Crisis24 subsidiary to 

create a dominant Market presence in the integrated security risk management sec-

tor. 

 

Garda’s transaction with its investor 

On July 23, 2019, Garda announced that BC Partners, a leading International private 

investment firm, and others have reached a definitive agreement to acquire Rhône  

Group’s equity interest in Garda World Security Corporation in a CN $5.2 billion re-

capitalization.  Following the transaction close, BC Partners will have a 51% common 

equity interest in Garda World while Stephan Crétier together with select members of 

management will hold 49%.   
 

 

  

Mergers 

MERGERS 

https://www.garda.com/press-release/gardaworld-acquires-leading-integrated-security-risk-management-firm-worldaware
https://www.garda.com/press-release/gardaworld-acquires-leading-integrated-security-risk-management-firm-worldaware
https://www.garda.com/press-release/gardaworld-acquires-leading-integrated-security-risk-management-firm-worldaware
https://www.garda.com/press-release/gardaworld-acquires-leading-integrated-security-risk-management-firm-worldaware
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Brink’s notable acquisition for the reporting period came on February 28, 2020 when 

it announced that it has reached an agreement to acquire the majority of G4S’s re-

maining cash management businesses for approximately $860 million.  The acquisi-

tion included assets in 14 markets globally: the Netherlands, Malaysia, Romania, Bel-

gium, Ireland, Kuwait, the Czech Republic, the Philippines, the Dominican Republic, 

Cyprus, Indonesia, Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia.  Excluded from the sale are G4S’s 

cash businesses in the U.K., South Africa and several other smaller markets.  The 

acquisition is scheduled to close in phases, with the last phase completed before De-

cember 31, 2020.  

G4S had previously sold its Canadian cash solutions business to Garda World in 

2013 for approximately $110 million CN.  

 

 

 

 

 

Although not a manned guarding or cash in transit transaction, this announcement is 

none the less a very important indication of the direction the security Market is head-

ed: 

 

On August 04, 2020, Security Systems News announced that ADT and Google plan a 

long-term partnership with the goal of creating an end-to-end smart home solution 

that combines Google’s technology platform with ADT’s installation, service and pro-

fessional monitoring network.   

   
 

 

  

Mergers 
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https://www.canadiansecuritymag.com/brinks-to-acquire-most-of-g4ss-cash-operations/?oly_enc_id=7809H2453378B7B
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http://www.securitysystemsnews.com/article/adt-and-google-partner-plans-dominate-smart-home
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PRIVATE EQUITY GROUPS INVESTING IN THE CONTRACT SECURITY 
MARKET 

 

Private Equity Groups (PEG’s) are firms made up of executives with an attractive 

track record in running large companies; and experts in analyzing the financial 

data of the target companies the group is interested in buying. The PEG will have 

a track record in finding, buying and managing (either passive or active) strug-

gling or growing companies needing the financial resources to take the company 

to the next logical level. The investors in these firms are primarily very large pen-

sion funds, insurance companies, high net worth individuals, family partnerships, 

municipalities, the members of the Private Equity Group and sometimes the own-

er of the company they are buying. 

 

According to the Private Equity Growth Capital Council, there are more than 

3,300 private equity firms in the United States that own more than 11,000 busi-

nesses, which employ roughly 7.5 million people. 

 

 

PRIVATE EQUITY’S VIEW OF THE SECURITY MARKET IN LIGHT OF 

THE PANDEMIC 

 

Traditionally, the PEG’s interest in the security sector was mostly centered 

around the biometrics and electronic security businesses, since these companies 

carried larger margins with less liability than the traditional manned guarding com-

panies.  But this has changed as evidenced by the chart on page 72. Private Eq-

uity is now heavily invested in the manned guarding security Market.  The 

revenues from Private Equity owned North American based contract securi-

ty companies is now approximately $12 billion ( almost half of the total mar-

ket ) and may get larger as other Private Equity firms learn more about the 

merits of the contract security Market – although the Market is not neces-

sarily recession proof, it certainly fares much better than the general popu-

lation of companies do in an economy affected by COVID-19.  This recent 

interest in the Market is also evidenced by the uptick in owners of medium sized 

and, now, smaller security companies being contacted directly by the PEG’s, or 

the PEG’s buy- side brokers, inquiring about the owner’s interest in selling their 

company.   

 

Mergers 
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Private Equity has a lot of idle cash that needs to be put to work. Accord-

ing to a March 23, 2020 Bloomberg article, Private Equity is presently sit-

ting on approximately $2 trillion of idle cash, and because of the uncer-

tainty of what’s going to happen to the economy resulting from the Pan-

demic, the PEG’s are investing very cautiously.  And as mentioned 

above, the PEG’s are doing their homework and research for their 

next successful roll up; which may very well result in  more Private 

Equity Groups making investments in the “recession resistant” se-

curity sector.  Traditionally PEG’s don’t mind taking risks (except for the 

unusual risks associated with the Pandemic ) and are committed to in-

vesting what’s necessary to make sure the company they are invested in 

is successful. The PEG’s are developing technology (which requires a 

large financial commitment), paying high multiples for well-run tuck-in 

companies with characteristics consistent with their growth criteria, and 

paying salaries high enough to attract the seasoned executives capable 

of making all of this happen. 

 

 

PRIVATE EQUITY HAS BEEN A SOURCE OF RETIREMENT FOR OWN-
ERS OF WELL-RUN COMPANIES 

 

Collectively, the very few PEG’s that have invested in the contract securi-

ty Market over the past 10 years have bought over 200 privately held 

companies; providing the sellers the opportunity to receive a well-earned 

reward for their many years of hard work. The large public companies 

such as Securitas and G4S have been on the sidelines for acquisitions of 

traditional manned guarding companies for the past 15 years, so they 

have not been a buyer of choice. The privately held companies looking to 

make acquisitions have not been able to compete with the high prices the 

PEG’s are paying. The privately held company buyers are not sitting on a 

stash of idle cash, therefore have to rely on bank loans to finance the ac-

quisition. The banks are requiring the buyer/owners to collateralize the 

loan with the net worth of the buying company as well as the personal 

assets of the buyer, which the “would be” buyer does not want to do; and 

the sellers are not willing to take a long term note. 

 

As mentioned in the Significant Transactions section (page 66), there are 

very few flagship size companies left in the Market today as a result of 

the buying spree of Allied Universal.  It means the PEG’s that are serious-

ly considering the security Market for its next big investment, may have to 

lower its sights on the size company that will be its flagship, and buy a 

series of smaller companies with the view of consolidation as some of the 

PEG’s that have recently entered the market are doing (page 72).  

Mergers 
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-23/wary-private-equity-with-2-trillion-war-chest-sits-out-carnage
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PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTING IN THE  

CONTRACT SECURITY MARKET 
 

 
 

 

 

Company PE Partner Date Invested Overview 

        

   

 

June 2015 

 
Capitala has a significant investment in 
Security Solutions of America - the 
parent company of Guard One Security. 

  

  

  
 

    

 

Caisse de dépôt        
et placement du  
Québec   

    

  

July 2019 

 
 
BC Partners owns 51% of GardaWorld, 
with Stephan Crétier, the CEO, together 
with select members of management 
owning 49%. 

    

  

December 
2018 

 

                                                                        
Sunlake teamed with Mangrove Equity to 
form PPS, the parent company for select 
roll-ups in the manned guarding sector. 

 

    

 

 

  

March 2019 

 

Southfield Capital formed Security 
Services holdings to pursue a roll-up 
strategy of manned security guard 
companies and tech-enabled security 
solutions alongside its platform 
acquisition of Protos Security.  The 
company also owns Strategic Resources 
International. 

All of the Private Equity Groups are co-
investors and own collectively about 
90% of Allied Universal  

Mergers 

Various 

MERGERS 

https://www.capitalagroup.com/
http://www.aus.com/
http://www.wendelgroup.com/en
http://www.warburgpincus.com/
https://www.partnersgroup.com/en/about/
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THE LARGE TRANSACTIONS ARE BEING DRIVEN  

BY PRIVATE EQUITY  

 
 

Securitas and G4S quit buying large U.S.-based manned guarding compa-

nies approximately 15 years ago; instead they have been buying mostly elec-

tronics and high profile critical infrastructure businesses. However, the large 

Private Equity Groups have been very active in the contract security space 

since the acquisition of Allied Security by MacAndrews & Forbes in 2003.  

 

Most of the large transactions announced in the years leading up to the Al-

lied Barton/Wendel transaction in 2015 - coming in at almost 12 times 

EBITDA - indicated average purchase price values in the 8 - 9 times the 

seller’s EBITDA range. The large transactions in the past 3 years have 

been in the 10 -12 times the seller’s EBITDA range, but a much higher 

multiple on the seller’s EBITDA where the  buyer is a larger contract security 

company; gaining a significant redundant cost savings through consolidating 

the operations. Allied Universal was valued at almost 100% of revenue 

(about 12 times EBITDA) in the sale of the majority interest to CDPQ in De-

cember of 2019 – giving Wendel almost 2.5 times its original investment in a 

little over one year of ownership. All the transactions were financed by Pri-

vate Equity, which takes its investing cues from the direction of the financial 

markets. Although the U.S. is (or at least was until the Pandemic hit) experi-

encing the best economy in decades, there are concerns on the horizon: the 

variables in borrowing money, the instability of the foreign markets, the un-

certainty of COVID-19, and the upcoming election - which many say will 

mean higher taxes as well as a general shift of governmental attitudes to-

ward business owners of all sizes.  All these aforementioned variables now 

come into play when trying to predict the multiples Private Equity can and will 

pay for companies going forward.   

 

There have been several Private Equity Groups to enter the market during 

the reporting period, with their initial buy being companies as small as $10 

million in revenue.  Their plan is to buy a series of companies throughout the 

U.S., in various geographical markets, and eventually consolidate the opera-

tions under one brand and operating systems and procedures. The multiples 

these PEG’s paid were at least as high as what the Market buyers would 

have paid, even though the PEG’S return on investment in the short term will 

not be as attractive as the Market buyers were enjoying. However, the PEG’s 

had to be competitive in the bidding process for the initial buy. As the PEG’s  
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make future acquisitions through their flagship companies and take ad-

vantage of the elimination of redundant cost savings, the average price paid 

for all their acquisitions becomes a lot more attractive. 

 

As for the companies already owned by Private Equity Groups, they are 

having to be even more aggressive in their growth plans. Their PEG owners 

are expecting their company to outperform the present 5% growth trend in 

the market. Given that the total revenues of the companies owned in the 

majority by PEG’s are in the $9bn range; at a 90% customer retention rate, 

the companies must have combined new revenues coming in of around 

$1.3bn in order to just meet the 5% market growth performance. Although a 

lot of the new revenue will be coming from the companies entering new ge-

ographical foreign markets, price increases and more aggressive marketing 

efforts; much of the growth will still be coming from select tuck-in acquisition 

opportunities. 

 

As for Allied Universal, with its recent infusion of approximately $1 Billion for 

acquisitions, it will continue to go after large companies, especially to in-

crease its service offerings, not only in North America, but foreign opportuni-

ties as well. 

 

As mentioned at the “Significant Transactions” section behind the “Mergers” 

tab, there were many Transactions completed this reporting period, an-

nounced and unannounced,  with sellers having less than $100 million in 

revenue by regional as well as National and international company buyers.  

We estimate the total revenue values for this group of sellers to be in the 

$200 million range.  
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PRIVATE EQUITY BUYING SMALL COMPANIES 
 

Security companies owned by Private Equity are making offers for their 

smaller competitors based on a multiple of the SELLER’s Gross Profits - 

the profit at the site level - rather than a multiple of the EBITDA.  This 

often results in a very attractive price for a company that’s only margin-

ally profitable or actually losing money. 

 

 

ALTHOUGH THIS MULTIPLE HAS INCREASED SIGNIFICANTLY OVER THE 

PAST FIVE YEARS, SELLERS AREN’T NECESSARILY RECEIVING A 

HIGER PRICE FOR THEIR COMPANY. 

As the revenue and/or gross margins of many of the small companies have 

dropped in the recent past, the selling price has remained steady or de-

creased since the higher multiple is applied to a lesser gross profit. Buyers 

are buying profit, not gross revenue. 

 

WHY BUYERS ARE PAYING HIGHER MULTIPLES 

The cost of borrowing money has decreased significantly in the past months, 

allowing the buyers to pass this savings on to the seller in order to entice the 

“fence straddlers” to come to the closing table. 

Also, the Private Equity Group owners were demanding acquisition growth 

from their manned guarding portfolio companies, which required higher 

than market multiples in order to entice the owners to sell. 

 

WILL THE MULTIPLES OF CASH FLOW KEEP GETTING HIGHER OR IS 

THERE A “CORRECTION” ON THE HORIZON? 

Given the present state of uncertainty due to COVID-19, the possible impact 

to businesses if there’s a change in the administration, and the already histor-

ical high level of the multiples, it’s highly unlikely that the multiples will in-

crease in the near future.  In fact everything points to a probable diminishing 

of the multiples for the smaller companies.     
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The present multiple level is very close to reaching the buyer’s “build vs. 

buy” model threshold, which means rather than a buyer paying a higher 

than normal multiple to purchase a company, a robust advertising/

marketing campaign to obtain new customers organically may be a more 

compelling alternative. Also, in the past, many of the active acquirers were 

needing to make acquisitions in order to get into new geographical mar-

kets. The traditional active acquirers have now developed an attractive 

national footprint. They are in all the major markets and can service na-

tional accounts with very little, if any, need to subcontract the business to 

a smaller company, or acquire a company just to get into the market. They 

will still make smaller acquisitions, but the selling company now has to be 

strategic to the buyer’s growth criteria and has to meet more stringent due 

diligence criteria.      
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COVID-19’S EFFECT ON THE SALE OF COMPANIES  

 

As of the publishing of this report, COVID-19 had not diminished the multi-

ples, but it has brought about a change in the level of interest a buyer may 

have in a company, how it approaches its due diligence and how it structures 

the transaction: 

 

THE BUYERS ARE LOOKING AT THE PREDICTABLE GROSS PROFITS GO-

ING FORWARD: 

The offering price will be adjusted if the going forward gross profits are being 

affected by COVID-19.  If the gross profits have increased, with an uncertain 

life going forward, because of extra COVID-19 services, then the buyer will 

not pay for these “temporary” profits.  Also, there are many owners that would 

like to sell now, but for the fact that their gross profits have temporarily de-

clined by the effects of COVID-19.  In these cases, most buyers are paying 

for gross profits in place at closing, with an increase in the price as the gross 

profits come back after the pandemic subsides.  

 

THE BUYERS ARE SCRUTINIZING THE TYPES OF CUSTOMERS 

Even though the present customers may not have reduced their security cov-

erage, they may be of the types that are subject to being negatively affected 

by COVID-19 going forward.  For instance, customers such as Universities 

may have full security coverage now, but stand the risk of reducing security 

as the need for in class instruction converts to on-line classes.  Office build-

ings may have more occupancy now, but will be reduced as the present ten-

ants renew their lease and require less space as more and more employees 

are predicted to be permanently working from home.  

 

THE BUYERS ARE SEARCHING FOR THE PAYROLL PROTECTION PRO-
GRAM PAYMENTS  

Many owners have received SBA loans (most under the assumption that they 

will meet the requirements to have the loan forgiven) equal to 2.5 times their 

average 2019 monthly payrolls; and the payments can be significant.  The 

buyers will be looking to make sure the loans, even if forgiven or will probably 

be forgiven, are not inflating gross revenues and/or gross profits.    
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Terms: 
 

Alarm companies  - Companies deriving the majority of its revenues from alarm installa-
tions and central station alarm monitoring       

 

CAGR - Compound annual growth rate  

 

Cyber Security - The protection of internet-connected systems, including hardware, soft-
ware and data, from cyberattacks 

 

EBIT - Earnings before interest and taxes 

 

EBITDA - Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization 

 

EPS - Earnings per share 

 

In-House Security - Term used to describe the use of a company’s own employees to 
provide the security function vs. using a contract security company  

 

Integrated Guarding - Term coined by the large security companies to describe the 
combination of on-site manned guarding with remote video and mobile vehicle patrol 

 

Manned Guarding - Term used interchangeably with security guards and security offic-
ers 

 

Margin - Gross income (income after production expenses – i.e., site level income) as a 
percent of total revenue.  

 

Operating Margin - Earnings Before Interest and Taxes as a percentage of total reve-
nue  

 

Organic Growth - Growth exclusive of acquisitions  

 

PBITA  - Profit before interest, taxes and amortization 
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ABOUT ROBERT H. PERRY & ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED: 

 

For over 25 years we have successfully completed 
over 250 sell-side engagements for security companies 
located in 8 countries and having revenues between 
$2M - $250M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The information throughout this report does not render legal, accounting or tax advice. Neither 
Robert H. Perry & Associates, Incorporated nor its employee, offer such services, and according-
ly assume no liability whatsoever in connection with the use of the information contained herein. 
If legal, accounting, or tax advice is required, the services of a competent professional should be 
obtained.  

© All rights reserved.  May not be reproduced without permission. 
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